1970 firebird dash

Concourse kits come with their own sending units for the water temp and oil pressure gauges.
LED kit not included. This product may contain a chemical known by the State of California to
cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Dash
Kits. Click on the dash panel and gauge type of choice and see how your new Classic Dash will
look. Matte Black. Brushed Aluminum. Carbon Fiber. No Gauges. Black Premier Elite. Black
Sterling Elite. Sterling Platinum Elite. White Premier Elite. White Sterling Elite. Phantom Mechanical. Sport Comp - Mechanical. Ultra-Lite - Mechanical. Phantom Electric. Sport Comp
Electric. Ultra-Lite Electric. American Muscle. GT Series. Phantom II. Sport Comp II. Ultra-Lite II.
C2 Gauges. NV Gauges. Concourse Black. Concourse Silver. Concourse White. Autocross Gray.
Autocross Yellow. Add to Wish list. Remove from Wish list. Reviews There are no reviews yet.
You may also likeâ€¦ Add to cart. Add to cart. Wiring Harness. Dash : Matte Black. Gauges : No
Gauges. Be the first to write a review. Check out my other items. Skip to main content. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your
vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Seller information booterj Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More
See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist
Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. May not ship to Ukraine - Read
item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:. Rochester,
Kentucky, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a
new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. See payment information. Any international shipping is paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel.
Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only.
The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The
accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping
method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to:
United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details.
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.
Change country: -Select- United States There are 1 items available. Jason Tessler. Dash Pad
Restoration. Here are just a few things that we did to restore this dash back to newâ€¦. Only a
small list of things that Just Dashes is able to do. Center Console Restoration. After attempting
to do it himself, Mike turned to the experts at Just Dashes to help with a modification fit for the
highest end racer. Adding three extra gauge pods to the center of the dash will allow the driver
to easily monitor the action under the hood. Assembly Restoration , Dash Pad Restoration. Just
Dashes restored the dash pad and all the gauges of this classic! And detailed all the smaller
parts. All of Just Dashes restored parts are put through an extensive vinyl dying process, so the
customer can get whatever custom color they desire. Right Hand Conversion. The bezel is made
custom from machine turned metal sheet like the original bezels, and all you need to do is
install all your fixings locksmithspros. Please call for pricing and availability, we ship
internationally! Blog Archives. Here are just a few things that we did to restore this dash back to
newâ€¦ Re-foamed and Thermal Vacuum Formed a new skin of vinyl on the dash pad Thermal
Vacuum Formed a thin skin of vinyl around the hard plastic glove box door Rebuilt and
Calibrated all the gauges. Replaced the instrument bezel and vents with quality reproductions.

This Bonneville was restored back to full form and with all new wood grain. Their award winning
vinyl parts restorations appear in many national points champions and magazine project
vehicles. Engine Related Parts. We try to add new parts for sale to this page every week. This
page is current and up to date. We update this page every evening. Most of the parts that we
have in stock are already featured on our website. If you don't see the part you are looking for,
check back with us from time to time. If you have collision damage or need a substantial
amount of parts from one car shoot us an email, we have several complete cars that can
become parts cars to fill a large order. This seems to work on all web sites and most
documents. New Firebird Parts. The Swap Meet. Suspension Parts. Engine Parts. Transmission
Parts. Very nice replacement body or builder. Great condition original. No rust rot or filler. Has
some minor dents and light surface rust. Email for more images. Has several small dents and
light surface rust on the back. Looks great, but it is not a Trans Am fender originally. The
extractor opening has been welded in and this fender has had minor rust repair. Email for extra
images. The extractor opening has been welded in. No rust repair visible. Great condition
original with no rust or dents and only minor filler. Nice condition. Has several minor dents, no
rust or filler. No dents or filler, has minor rust. Nice condition original with no rust or filler. It had
a large dent where the side marker light is that has been partially dented out. Very nice
condition. No rust, large dents or filler. Has small parking lot dings. Great condition. No rust,
bends or repairs. Has a few broken louvers and needs lower corners repaired. No rust, bends or
filler. No rust, bends, dents or filler. Looks great, but it has one tiny rust bubble and a few
structural cracks on the back side. No dents, bends or filler. Very nice condition with no rust,
dents bends or filler. Looks great, but has some small hard to see dents and a couple of
structural cracks. Does not appear bent. Email for images. Has some chips and cracks. It has
been cut open. Has one small crack. Rubber seal has shrank. Very nice condition with no
issues. May fit other years and engine sizes. No rust. Removed from a Should fit It has no
issues. Removed from a Trans Am. Has some minor surface rust. Has some surface rust. This is
the brace or crossmember that the rear sub frame mounts attach to. Excellent condition. No rust
or dents. Ships FedEx Ground. Great condition with no rust, dents, repairs or filler. It does have
minor surface rust from the desert sun. Adjoining panels not perfect. It should fit Great
condition includes inner structure. May also fit Great condition with only some minor rust pits
under battery. OEM GM, not reproduction. Not bent or rusty. Great condition, no cracks or
repairs in fiberglass, mounting studs included. Great condition with no issues. Great condition
with no repairs or issues. Email for extra image. Great condition with no damage. OEM GM.
Great condition, has small split off of the upper bolt hole as seen in image. Has some scratches
and cracked holes. Great condition, rust free. Removed from a with GM T-tops. Has dent on top.
No rust, dents or repairs. Only minor surface rust. Great condition with no dents, rust, filler or
expanded seams. No rust or filler. Has a couple minor dings. Great condition, it does have a
minor dent, light filler and a very small spot of rust. We purchased this as cut from one of our
customers, it is not cut correctly in our opinion, but it will work fine. Very nice condition with no
rust, dents or filler. Complete with wheel house and full frame rail. Removed from a T-Top. Very
nice condition with only a couple spots of minor rust pitting in window track. No rust, dents or
filler. Complete with t-top mounts and weather strip channels. No dents, repairs or rust issues.
Complete with t-top mounts, weather strip channels and driver quality t-tops. Has nice outer
repair section. Outer section not usable. RH surface needs some repair, grills and backing
plates nice, but not perfect. OEM GM with no issues. Grills not included. Great condition, has a
couple minor cracks. Very hard to find this nice. Straight and not rusty. Why settle for
reproduction junk? Needs new plastic headlight adjusters. Has some minor rust pitting. The
previous owner was sanding down the car to repaint, thus the ugly finish. No sun rot or
damage. Great condition, no dents or rot. Complete with brackets. The LH bumper jack mount is
dented. No dents, no rot. Most have light surface rust. This is a barely used reproduction part.
No dents, minor surface rust only. Have minor scratches. Has light scratches. Great condition
with nice chrome. Look great. One tab will need a washer and there is a small crack by the hood
latch hole. RH grill has one crack in the lower chrome edge. Some minor road pits. Headlights
included but not guaranteed. Set Trans Am Headlight Bezels sold. Bird emblems are missing
the plastic. We have all but the letter "T". Fits several years. No dings. As new condition. Need
minor straightening. Paint is pealing in some spots. Six pieces total. Nice chrome, no pits or
dents. Short type. Nice chrome. Some imperfections. No pits. For cars with factory drip rail
moldings. Polished type. Have some very minor dings and need to be buffed out. Nice driver
quality with small dents and road pitting. They looked fine on the car. Should be the same Great
condition set with only one minor ding. Large pieces are polished aluminum. They have some
minor dings and scratches. Polished aluminum. Great condition, no bad tabs. A little faded from
the sun. No hide away wipers. For hide away wipers. Great condition originals. Fit several years.

Looks great. Not tested. Has broken cover. Great condition with bracket. Fits cars without pulse.
Great condition complete with springs. Great condition with ugly paint. Mirror surfaces not
perfect. Includes trunk lock hole. Sound great. May have some paint over spray. No rust pitting.
Some surface rust, no pits. No rust pits. Very nice condition with no rust pits. Great condition
with some surface rust. Nice condition has rust pits, no holes. Main piece needs straightening.
Looks new. Pair Firebird Splash Shields sold. Paint is coming off on jack head. Does not include
the bumper adapter plate. Great condition, clean inside. Should be the same for Fits other years.
Complete with cable. Appears functioning. Great condition with very nice face. Great condition,
lens not perfect. Comes with cable. Cloudy lens. Great condition, appears functioning. Face has
scratches. Should fit several years. Not all cars use this bracket. Great condition, not tested. No
issues. Fits cars with Pontiac or Olds V8. Hoses will need to be replaced. Will work on all
Firebird, Trans Ams with small block Chevy. Has scratches. Has scratches and a cracked hole
on mounting tab. Goes under heater box behind the console. Very nice condition original. It is
split around the lower mounting holes. Great condition, seal not perfect. Excellent condition,
tested. Fits , T, , , , and V8 cars. Vacuum harness not included. Nice condition originals. Pair
Pontiac Manuals sold. Body manual is in great condition. Shop manual has pages falling out.
Fits Missing knob. Reads 29, miles. Reads 68K miles on the odometer. Pad is cracked, housing
is nice, but has had the radio area cut out for aftermarket radio. Black outer surface in very nice
condition with no cracks. Fiberglass housing has several cracks. Complete with bezel rings.
Standard silver, not gold. Has some wear and light scratches. Real nice finish. Has some wear
and light scratches, not pitted. New GM in the box condition. Has no issues. Switch has sun
damage. Needs new pedal pad. Great condition, minor wear. Complete with key. Has ugly paint.
No key. Switch connector melted. Complete minus key. Needs new cancel cam. Great condition
with key. Has broken turn signal lever. Has chip in tilt lever cover. May have light surface rust.
Has a broken mounting hole. The hinge weak but functioning. Faded and lightly warped. Always
missing. Hinged area is weak, but not torn. Light included. Several colors available. Not hand
worn. Some wear on emblem and could be cleaned a little better. Looks nice, but it had a cover
on it for too long. Complete with hub and horn contact. Fits all Looks great, but it has minor
cracks around the outer edges. Finish not perfect. Great rust free condition. We have most
colors in stock, but most need to be repainted. Great condition Email for extra images. Nice
condition with some minor imperfections. Great condition with nice chrome on lever. WS6 type.
Top plate is cracked. Very nice condition knob, some wear on the button. This is a very nice
reproduction. With gold or red emblem. Complete set up in excellent condition. Complete minus
turn signal lever. No numbers on unit. Harness cover has some cracks. Includes light deflector.
We generally have most colors in stock. Great condition core. Needs upholstery. Great
condition with nice upholstery. Tracks not included. Great condition seat cores. Needs new
upholstery. Not same for t-top cars. Great condition, not sure which side it is. The cars take two.
Some sun fading on retractor belt ends. Great condition, not cracked or broken. Will have some
light pits in the chrome. Have minor pits in the chrome. For cars without the rear trunk spoiler.
For cars with rear trunk spoiler. Has some minor scratches. Soft Ray tinted. Only minor
scratches. Discount for local pickup. Not include in our door gut sets. Same for RH or LH door.
Takes one per door RH or LH same. Takes one set per door RH or LH same. Great condition,
tested. Bolt in. Rivet in. Great condition, motors are tested and working. PDL actuators not
working. Complete minus door panel emblems. Main wire plug has missing cover. Fits power or
manual window cars. Complete set minus the latches, release units and some small brackets.
You get what you see in the image. This Page Is Current. Items on this page are featured in two
ways. If an item is listed with BLACK text then the image accompanying it is an actual image of
the exact item for sale. When an item is featured with BLUE text we have more than one of that
item in our inventory, so the image accompanying the item is an image of an item like the one
that is for sale in similar condition, just not the exact item. Also Items like bumper brackets,
when featured with blue text, may or may not come with the hardware bolts even when seen or
not seen in the images depending on what we have in stock. We do our best to supply the
hardware whenever possible. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We
appreciate your patience and continued support. Product A Correct replacement of the radiator
fuse panel door retainer stud. This important retainer is designed for multiple uses on GM
vehicles including the fuse door and push in style clip for radiator shroud on F-body View
Product Details. Replacement U-clip nuts used on various GM vehicles. Metal dash filler plate
for Trans Am models. Designed to fasten on the lower right corner of the dash, as origi
dc relay wiring diagram
2006 dodge magnum manual
atsg transmission repair manuals

nal. Available as a delete plate without holes, or configured with provisions for door lock and
defrost Product Reproduction of the lower steering column cover which installs under the
steering column and acts as a trim piece to finish off the bottom section of the dash. This
injection-molded panel is for use on all Firebird This injection molded panel is for us on Firebird
models Product T. Product R. Product B. Used on Trans Ams and Firebirds but will fit all
models. Some vehicles may use up to 5 of the small bezels 2" inner These trim bezels were
originally installed on Trans Ams and Firebirds, but will also fit Each car uses two of the large
bezels 4" inner diameter and Each car uses two of the large bezels 4" inner diameter Close
Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models.
View As: Grid Detail. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have problems
with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

